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Arbayi Amadi Chibango

Arbayi Amadi Chibango was
the first Sun Buckets PAYGO
customer to procure the Sun
Buckets Cooking and Lighting
Solution in June 2021. Arbayi,
her husband, Mohamed
Chibango and their 3 children
fled Congo in 2016 and are
refugees living in Kakuma
refugee camp, Kenya. Two of
their children are in primary
school, while one is in
secondary school.

The Energy Challenge
Globally over 1.1 billion people
live without access to electricity
and almost 3 billion people lack
clean cooking facilities. The
world’s poor are continuously
affected by the low availability of
sustainable and reliable energy,
which is increasing difficulty in

remote areas. Modern energy services are crucial to human well-being as well as to
countries’ economic development.

In Kakuma refugee camp, the main sources of cooking fuel remain firewood and
charcoal, while the main sources of electricity and lighting for households and



businesses include small-scale petrol & diesel generators, solar systems, and dry cell
torches . Those sources are not even accessible and affordable to every household, and
the vulnerable completely  lack sources of electricity or lighting services.

The Sun Buckets Approach
In 2018, through the assistance of Humanitarian Grand Challenges Canada, Sun Buckets
introduced a market-based clean and sustainable solar cooking and lighting energy access
solution for refugees and the host community in Kakuma to try and empower refugees
and other people in displacement to work towards ending energy poverty in the refugee
camps. With the right mix of approaches, solutions and technologies, Sun Buckets works

in collaboration with UNHCR, and WFP though
LOKADO, the energy and environment partner to
UNHCR in Kakuma refugee camp and host
community.

The Sun Buckets Objective
The main objective of this new and innovative
product is to promote sustainable
market-based energy access for cooking and
lighting in displacement and host communities
by introducing clean energy solar products.
With the use of the Sun Buckets Solar Cooking
and Lighting Bundle users reduce indoor air
pollution, improving their health, saving both
money and time..

Arbayi Amadi Chibango says “Since
purchasing the Sun Bucket Clean Energy
Bundle which came with many good things
like the Sun Buckets Solar Cooker itself, The
Solar Home System with 5 lights, the TV
complete with a satellite dish, the radio and
the torch, our lives have changed
dramatically, now our children are able to
study under quality lighting and our
performance in school have improved, our
family can watch TV and follow news as well
as entertainment which has helped the family



psychologically and reduced stress, and most importantly we now cook with Sun
Buckets which has drastically cut their cooking costs”. Her husband Mohammed who
we found charging the sun buckets while charging said “the Sun Bucekts cooks very
well -- actually it cooks better that charcoal or firewood and its clean, the only
challenge we have is when there is no sun because then we cannot charge the sun
buckets of cook on it, but in Kakuma we have the sun most of the days”.

Their children can now all study at home and do their homework in the evening from
their own room thanks to the solar home system the family bought from Sun Buckets
in Kakuma.

“Before I bought this Sun Buckets solar home system, I had to make do with a kerosene
lantern which we all shared. It was difficult for my children to study at home. In my
efforts to provide clean cooking and more lighting for my family before Sun Buckets
come, I bought different solar components including a motorbike battery, a cheap solar
panel, a car charger and cheap solar bulbs from China. The solar light would provide
light for the whole evening and the motorbike battery lasted for only 6 months or so
then I needed to replace it. This turned out to be too costly for me as a refugee with
little income, but since I bought the Sun Buckets Solar Energy Bundle for which I only
paid a deposit of KES 6,500 ($61.9) I now have light in all my 3 rooms, our shop and
back yard in addition to the solar cooker and my wife and daughter have light at the
cooking area, in total we have 5 lights. But most importantly our cooking is now clean
and cheaper, we don’t have to purchase smokey kerosene, firewood or charcoal and I
now charge my phone from home; I can follow news on my radio and I still have
flashlight to move around the camp at night. Sun Buckets Solar Home Systems has
very powerful lights. When fully charged the system can provide light for a whole night
at full-level brightness. Sun Buckets trained us on power use and optimization. We
have moved out of dark nights into brighter nights, my wife can cook easily, my children
can read comfortable in their room and my family can now sit together after dinner
and share quality time as we follow news on our new satellite TV even out at the
veranda sharing stories without the fear of scorpions thanks to the Sun Buckets” said
Mr. Mohammed Amad.

There is currently a waiting list of customers requesting Sun Buckets Solar Home
Systems.

See below some photos of the Mohamed family in Kakuma refugee camp and host
community.



Mohammed, preparing, just completed charging their Sun Buckets in readiness for preparing dinner. His wife Arbayi, would use the sun
buckets to prepare dinner for their family.



Arbayi’s Sun Buckets Solar Home System also support her business, now she can sell more of her goods
from her shop invent in the evening.





Cash Flow Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan (2022) Feb Mar Apr May Jun

  Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10 Month11 Month12

Starting cash 19,000                

Cash In:                

Cash Sales
$185.7

1              

Receivables     $8,177.78 $8,177.78
$20,000.00

$24,000.
00

$28,000.
00

$28,000.
00

$30,000.
00

$30,000.
00

Total Cash Intake                  
Cash Out (expenses):
                 

Rent 1000 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200

Utilities 500 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

Payroll (incl.
taxes) 4121 9841.66 9841.66 9841.66 9841.66 9841.66 9841.66 9841.66

Benefits 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Loan Payments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Travel   1001.16 1001.16 1001.16 1001.16 1001.16 1001.16 1001.16 1001.16

Insurance 0 1904 1904 1904 1904 1904 1904 1904 1904

Advertising 250 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000

Professional fees 500 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000

Office supplies 500 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800

Postage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telephone 100 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200

Internet 300 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400

Bank fees 6 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

Total Cash Out $7,277.0
0

$24,366.82 $24,366.82 $24,366.82 $24,366.
82

$24,366.
82

$24,366.
82

$24,366.
82

$24,366.
82

Profit $(7,09) 5) $(24,228) $(16,189) $(16,189) $(366) $3,633 $3,633 $5,633 $5,633


